
WINTER 2022-23

H ave you ever noticed what happens in a dark room when 
one candle is lit? One little flame can turn darkness into 
light as it shines brightly and warmly. 

As the days grow colder and darkness settles in sooner, we use 
lights to keep the world bright. There are many sources of light, 
outside we have the street lights and head lights to guide us. To 
quote a Peter, Paul and Mary song ‘Light one candle’ to find us 
together… let it shine through our hopes and our fears’. Inside 
we have all kinds of electric lights to help us see. But the most 
unique and special lights at this time of the year are the lights from 
the Chanukian which brighten our homes, reflect to the outside 
through our windows and most importantly light up our souls and 
remind us of days long ago. At Tamir we are spreading our light 
through our actions.

Tamir is growing and expanding and we are welcoming new 
faces and new ideas into our homes. Recently we built two 
small apartments in the basements of two of our homes. We 
have been able to accommodate two individuals who live mostly 
independently, but who benefit from having 24/7 access to 
support. This is a new model for Tamir, but one that looks 
very promising. Over the coming months we will be building  
two more apartments.

We are spreading our light through our children’s programming. 
Our Supervisor of Community Programs will be extending out 
Keshat programming with an after school club for children with 
disabilities, ages 6-9, a dinner social club for teens and young 

adults with disabilities and ASD, and a Sunday Fun day program. 
The goal is to increase integration of people with all abilities into 
our community by helping them work on social skills and skills 
of independent living in a safe environment. These programs will 
be taking place at local community centres where the participants 
will have access to the pool, sensory rooms, and cafes. Inclusion 
is most effective when it is integrated into the real world where 
everyone can learn and interact together. 

We are very pleased to inform you that the Tamir Strategic Plan  
has been launched. 

Sessions have begun with our top leadership. These sessions 
are designed to outline the implementation with a 6 month, 18 
month, 3 year, and 5 year road map to guide our growth and 
development. This will also help us track progress and measure 
success. Change is exciting and the possibilities are enormous. 

In order to streamline operations and support the maintenance of 
our homes, we recently hired a Property Maintenance Facilitator. 
Obviously, repairs and keeping our properties safe and up-to-
date is of critical concern, however we have always used external 
companies for our maintenance needs. In this time of supply-line 
disruptions and staff shortages at our contractors, it was time to 
address our needs internally. We are happy to welcome Amine to 
our team. Amine has worked with Tamir for several years and is now 
a part of our staff. We are happy he is here and looking forward to 
an effective and efficient repairs and maintenance in all our homes! 

As our light spreads brighter throughout Ottawa, we look forward 
to seeing more inclusive and innovative programming throughout 
our city.

Happy Chanukah!

Risa Plotnick Joe Brownstein
Executive Director President

Risa Plotnick,  
Executive Director

Joe Brownstein,  
President

Spread the Light - Make Ottawa a Brighter Place 

Sh’ma KoleinuHear our voices

Light a candle that will never go out.

To create your Jewish legacy contact:
Paul Finn paulstephenfinn@gmail.com    

Elizabeth Tyrie elizabethtyrie@tamir.ca  or call 613-725-3519 ext 118

How will you assure Jewish tomorrows?

www.tamir.ca

Happy Chanukah!
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By Melissa Hawes, Supervisor of Community Programs 

T amir Keshet is responding to the needs of families of 
young children and youth in the community. There 
are more community programs for children and 

youth happening at JCC and Dovercourt. These include: 
Sunday programming, afterschool programs, and therapeutic 
recreational evening programs. 

In each program children and youth will engage in activities 
throughout the day with the support of Integration Aids. These 
programs are overseen by a clinical professional to ensure 
therapeutic fun! The programs will focus on enhancing social 
skills in an inclusive manner and provide individualized services 
for children and youth with disabilities and/or Autism. Activities 
will include dance and movement, drawing and painting, 
outdoor activities, music, board games and outings within our 
community. 

All of these programs are about developing friendships, having 
fun, building new skills, belonging and inclusion. The 
programs will support children and youth and help 
to develop their skills through socializing, teamwork 
building, starting and continuing conversations, sharing, 
taking turns, and problem-solving. We will set targeted 
goals that will be unique to each child and youth.  

We are also offering after-school programs on Mondays and 
Tuesdays starting in January which will run from 3 pm to 6 
pm. These afternoon programs will support children and youth 
in our communities with physical engagement, social and life 
skills development, homework support and opportunities to 
develop and or enhance abilities to engage appropriately within 
a community-based program. 

Parents can register for these programs by contacting Melissa 
Hawes at melissahawes@tamir.ca 

Looking forward to hearing from YOU!

Tamir Keshet is Offering More! 

By Roland Young, Human Resources Coordinator

H ave you noticed an increase in help wanted signs around 
Ottawa this year? Lately, if you are visiting a local mall, 
hockey rink or restaurtant it is likely they have a help 

wanted sign posted on a window. Many 
workplaces in Ottawa are looking to 
hire new employees during this time of 
transition from the Covid-19 pandemic 
into the new norm. 

Tamir is currently seeking applicants 
for the positions for our homes. If you 
are a person who wants a career in the 
field of disability and would like to 

work in an innovative and compassionate environment, please 
apply. WE offer a wide range of professional development and 
other amazing benefits, including meeting the most wonderful 
people we support! Interested candidites should send their cover 
letter and resume to jobs@tamir.ca or for more infomation on job 
openings please email Roland Young at rolandyoung@tamir.ca 

Early in 2023 Tamir staff will be treated to a night full of laughs 
as Tamir staff will be offered tickets to an upcoming comedy 
show at Absolute Comedy! Once our comedy event has taken 
place, Tamir’s social commitee will begin planning a variety of  
staff events to show our staff team how appreciated they are  
in 2023!

Human Resources 
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(Re)Igniting Our Partnerships
By Jodi Green, Coordinator of Judaic Outreach  
and Community Inclusion

T his Fall the Tamir Judaic department was involved in  
more community collaborations than ever before. We 
wasted no time reviving partnerships that had been  

dormant during COVID and made sure everyone at Tamir had 
access to inclusive opportunities.

Beginning with the High Holy days, we returned to Kehillat Beth 
Israel for uplifting and moving services to welcome in the New 
Year. We are always grateful for their welcoming spirit and feel at 
home in their building. We also joined KBI at Britannia Beach 
for Tashlich, the ceremonial casting off of sins. Everyone brought 
bread to the water’s edge and threw crumbs to the fishes and birds 
to give us a clean slate for the New Year. It was a lovely afternoon 
and we were happy to be on the beach with friends.

When Sukkot arrived, we established a new partnership with 
Jewish National Fund. All the way from Israel via Toronto to 
Donald Street, Yifat Bear Miller taught us about fruits native to 
the Land of Israel and we about what time of year they grow. We 
were then able to taste each one. We also learned about the Israeli 
native species that make up the Lulav and Etrog, the two items used 
to celebrate Sukkot. Everyone had the chance to wave the Lulav  
and participate in this ritual.

Tamir was excited to partner with MADA, a Montreal-based 
organization that provides food for people with food insecurities. 
Together we hosted a community Sukkot Party at the Soloway 
JCC. We had hoped to have it in our big sukkah at Killeen, but 
due to the very wet weather that day, the event was moved to the 
indoor venue which allowed all of our guests to participate and 
enjoy their meals in comfort. With holiday songs played on the 
accordion, volunteers helping everyone wave the Lulav and Etrog, 
and an abundance of delicious food, we celebrated in style and had 
a sukkot worth remembering. A strong Tamir showing of over 60 
people made the day even better.

In November we were able to give back by creating the swag bags 
for the Rise Up Ottawa event. Over the course of three days and 
at two different venues, 20 Tamir volunteers, and 40 OJCS middle 

school students gave of their time to fill over 400 bags with 15 
different items. We were grateful for the opportunity to give to 
the community and contribute in meaningful ways. In addition 
to the gift bags, the OJCS middle school students asked what 
they could do to make Shabbat special for the Tamir participants. 
In response, they created a set of hand rolled beeswax candles 
for each Tamir participant and a picture oriented Torah parsha 
story sheet. They hope that all Tamir participants will be able to 
understand the Bible story of the week, regardless of whether they 
read English. We were able to distribute everything to all homes 
and feel the communal love that came our way.

On the theme of bringing the Torah to life, we held a program at 
Donald Street Day Program to create our own ark project and bake 
animal shaped cookies. We learned the story of Noah’s Ark and 
discussed what the ark look like and how they fed all of the animals. 

We really enjoyed coming together at the JCC for an inclusive, 
community Shabbat service. Joel played his guitar and the prayers 
and songs were projected onto a big screen for all to see. We were 
joined by the after-school program from the JCC for a group of 
over 70 people attending the event. Dancing and singing with 
family and friends helped make the afternoon a beautiful way  
to bring in Shabbat.

There is so much more planned for the New Year! We look 
forward to continuing to create new partnerships and welcome 

more people to inclusive 
programming. Please join us 
for these upcoming events!

Filling swag bags for Rise  
Up Ottawa

Celebrating Sukkot 



watching his favourite TV shows. With help from his family and 
leading up to his move, Sean had been busy adding personal 
décor touches to his room. Congratulations Sean!

We are also excited to 
announce our newest 
resident at Riddell. 
Rachel will be moving 
into Riddell’s newly 
renovated basement 
apartment that has 
been tailored to her 
needs. She is a young 
energetic figure skater 
who is a fashionista, 
clearly the best dressed 
and stylish person 
at Tamir.  Over the 
next week, she will 
be joining us during 
daytime hours to 
help her to get used 
to her new home and 
her staff. Rachael 
will be moving in on 
December 19th and 
we look forward to  
having her joining the 
Riddell family.

A hearty warm welcome to David, Sean and Rachel. We are 
excited that you are now part of our Tamir family. 
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Tamir Welcomes Several New Faces
By Dale Wyman, Lead Supervisor, Josh Williams and  
Marie Sims, Residential Supervisors

G ood news is abound and we have more to share. Recently 
we welcomed a young man named David into our 
Outreach program. David is a 22-year-old man who 

when we first met him was in need of support and a house 
that could be truly be a home. David is extremely talented. He 
sells some of his creations online 
through his art program called  
the “Space.”

His family summed up their 
gratitude and relief with the 
following remarks. “I cannot begin 
to tell you the sense of relief that we 
feel with this move … as we were 
saying on the phone … now, David 
will actually have a chance at a life 
and that is thanks to Tamir.” 

Over the last few months we have 
had the pleasure of supporting 
David on his journey to find a 
home that could afford him both 
the independence he deserves and 
give him the support he needs.

With hard work and the help of 
generous community partners we were able to pull off an 
incredible renovation to our downstairs space at our home on  
Hare Avenue. Our thanks go out to Jean Carlos Nahimana from 
the City of Ottawa and the Ministry for providing us with the 
funds to help us renovate David’s new home.

Another new face at Tamir is Sean who has been part of Tamir 
services for over 14 years. 

On December 15th we will be welcoming Sean to timeshare to  
live with us on a permanent basis. 

Sean began his Tamir journey 
in our respite program which 
offered him a new living and 
learning experience away from 
his families 3 one-month stays 
throughout the year. It was a 
very important step to help 
Sean and his family adjust to 
making a move towards more 
independence at some point in 
his future.  

Sean is a spunky, energetic, 
lively young man who likes to 
greet everyone he meets. He 
enjoys outdoor exploration and 

Welcome David, graphic  
artist extraordinaire

Rachel figure skating

Sean loving the outdoors

Happy  
Chanukah!

May This Chanukah Bring You

Good Health, Peace, Happiness & Prosperity

And Add Sweetness To Your Life Today & Always!
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By Chris Frizell, Residential Supervisor

I t seems like not that long ago, we featured an article about 
the individuals from Broadview moving out to Navan, while 
renovations were being completed.  We are very happy to report 

that the major phases of the renovations have been completed and 
everyone has been back home for a few weeks. 

Moves of a household in one day are a big undertaking, they 
take a great deal of planning, coordination and a lot of hands-on 
deck. When we plan a move like this, we like to have people out 
for the day as it can cause a lot of anxiety when they see their home 
in upheaval.

The individuals and staff were welcomed back to a beautiful 
newly painted home, top to bottom. It’s brighter and modernized, 
with very tasteful yet practical add ons such as the easy open 
and close blinds on all windows and new lighting fixtures. 
Family members helped in choosing the colours for their loved 
one’s bedrooms. Everyone is enjoying the new look and feel to 
the house and seeing the personalized pictures in the upstairs 
hallway. The kitchens on both sides received a much-needed 
facelift. The cabinets were painted and countertops were replaced 
with beautiful quartz.

The biggest aspect to the reno was the excavation and repouring 
of the ramp at the front of the house for safety reasons. The new 
ramp looks great and helps to ensure that individuals can safely 
access their home and community activities. One of the best 
features of the new ramp is the addition of in-floor heating to 
prevent and/or melt any small accumulations of ice and snow, 
that could cause unsafe conditions for staff and individuals. An 
exterior vertical lift was also added and will help individuals have 
another means of getting in and out of the house directly from the 
driveway to the door. 

A few very practical additions were new garbage and recycling 
sheds on both sides of the house, to help keep the garbage out of 
sight and the yard looking tidy. An electronic awning was also 
added to the back deck so that individuals can enjoy time outside 
in the spring and summer. 

The second phase of the renovations will include the Spa room 
on the lower level, complete with a therapeutic tub, physio and 
massage tables in one room. We will be upgrading the supported 
independent living suite, meant for an individual who has a fair 
bit of independence, yet needs the 24/7 support of staff. These 
renovations will begin in the new year and will not affect the 
individuals living in the home.

Décor, that is representative of all of the people in the house, 
is not always easy to decide upon. We plan to have an open 
house soon to give families a chance to drop by and and 
put on their artistic hats by giving us some ideas for art 
work, accent wall colours or collages, to add those last touches  
of home.

On behalf of Tamir, a big thank you to the individuals, their 
families and to our staff, for their flexibility and support during 
their time in Navan.

Home Sweet Home

The beauty of a heated ramp!
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By Risa Plotnick, Executive Director

T here are many different aspects that contribute to the 
success of supporting the individuals in our care. The 
intricacies of day to day routines based on what each 

person requires is just the tip of the iceberg. What often is not 
visible to many is the significant amount of hard work that goes 
on behind the scenes. Work that begins with having a thoughtful, 
inspiring and supportive Board with a vision to Tamir’s future. 
For supervisors this can include coordinating responses to medical 
concerns, staying in touch with families and partners, onboarding, 
interviewing, training, coaching of staff, ensuring the homes and 
program spaces are safe and comfortable, adapting environments 
or approaches to the changing needs of people and the list goes 
on. As well the administrative and finance requirements must 
comply with the legislative requirements of MCCSS; Provincial 
Fire Marshall and others, while securing the operational health 
of the agency. This includes the tremendous scheduling finesse of 
staff that pales in comparison to solving the rubric cube.

These areas are handled by our senior management and 
management team with skill, compassion and accountability. 
Please join me in saluting Laurie Oakley, Residential Operations 
Manager, Sultana Ferdousi, Finance and Administration Manager 
and Brad Purvis, Director of Human Resources. My deep 
appreciation also goes to Elizabeth Tyrie in management of our 
many projects and coordinating my life at Tamir. 

All of this work is completed by our team of dedicated supervisors 
and administration staff. Collectively, the team has over 150 
years of experience at Tamir with knowledge and know how. The 
“show could not go on” without their collective efforts.

On the heels of the pandemic, our residential supervisors rose 
to the challenge. They continued to take urgent people off the 
wait list while supporting their homes. Our 
Day Program Supervisor continued to come up 
with innovative approaches to keep individuals 
entertained and occupied. Our administration 
staff picked up the additional financial reporting 
and accountability to align with new ministry 
regulations. Human Resources, recruited, and 
supported our staff in times of difficulty. Our 
scheduler, bless her, found staff and in turn 
we were always able to provide the utmost in 
our care to the people we support and the staff 
teams. Our Judaic and Inclusion coordinator 
did not miss a beat and our programs and events 
continued and homes were supported for all 
‘things Judaic.’

This Tamir orchestra of players makes the 
magic happen so the symphony is remarkable. 
Congratulations on all your accomplishments.

Our Tamir team includes:

Executive Director Assistant: Elizabeth Tyrie

Residential Services
Manager: Laurie Oakley
Lead Supervisor: Dale Wyman
Supervisors: Chris Frizell, Sandi Mccaw, Marie Sims,  
Cheryl Wardell and Josh Williams

Supervisor of Day Program: Estelle Allen

Supervisor of Community Programs: Melissa Hawes

Community Programs Administrator: Rebecca Wardle

Finance and Administration Services
Manager: Sultana Ferdousi
Coordinator: Mariana Erimiea
Accounts Administrator: Nasim Ahmed
Payroll Administrator: Amanda Agyei (Farwa Hassan)

Human Resources
Director: Brad Purvis
Coordinator: Roland Young
Scheduler: Jen Gabriel
Property Maintenance Facilitator: Amine Hadibi

Judaic and Inclusion Coordinator: Jodi Green

On behalf of the Board, families and myself, you have our 
sincere gratitude for your commitment, flexibility, responsiveness, 
kindness, skill and knowledge. Your compassion and care for the 
people we support, their families and our staff, is tremendous. 

Your work reflects on Tamir’s community reputation of being  
an agency of choice.

Behind the Scenes: Let the Credits Roll...

Back row left to right: Elizabeth Tyrie, Amine Hadibi, Roland Young, Chris Frizell,  
Cheryl Wardell, Marie Sims, Farwa Hassan, Mariana Erimiea, Nasim Ahmed, Josh Williams

Front row left to right: Estelle Allen, Dale Wyman, Jodi Green, Rebecca Wardle
Missing from the photo: Sultana Ferdousi, Brad Purvis, Amanda Agyei, Melissa Hawes,  

and Sandi Mccaw



by MP Yasir Naqvi in recognition of Tamir and our significant 
contribution to the disability sector in Ottawa.

Tamir is the Hebrew word which 
means tree or “to stand tall”. 
As we move forward, we stand 
tall, strongly rooted within the 
community and committed to 
creating a world where people 
with developmental disabilities 
can realize their potential.

On behalf of everyone at 
Tamir, we extend our thanks 
and gratitude to the community 
for embracing Tamir and our 
mission.

Congratulations to Risa and the 
Tamir team!
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By Joe Brownstein

O n behalf of the Board and myself, I’m proud to announce 
that Risa Plotnick, our Executive Director, received  
the Canadian Platinum Jubilee Emblem on December 

20th, 2022.

This prestigious award recognizes community contribution in 
the field of disability and exemplary leadership. It was presented 

Congratulations Risa and the Tamir Team!

Day Programs Have Re-opened!
By Estelle Allen, Supervisor Day Programs

I n recent months, individuals we support reconnected with 
friends across Tamir they had not seen or spent much time with 
during covid. We are very pleased to announce the resumption 

of these day activities, some familiar from before as well as some 
new ones. It is really important and wonderful to see everyone 
start their day with enthusiasm and a sense of purpose. 

Tamir has resumed their day site locations at Donald Street, on 
campus and a few small group get togethers at Tamir homes. We 
are now up and running every day of the week. For the time being, 
many of the activities are based on site with more to come in 

the near future. Currently 
on-site activities such as 
Music, Spa Days, Wildlife 
Classes and Baking are 
being offered.

In the new year, we will 
include everyone who lives 
externally to Tamir. Plans  
are being discussed to 
return to Yoga, Swimming, 
with of course a hot 
tub at local community 
centres, as well as popular 
volunteer opportunities 
such as McBead Creations 
and Good Companion’s 
Center which provide 
opportunities to learn 

new skills as well as socialize 
with others in their community. 
For those interested, we will assist 
people in renewing their AJA 50 
Plus membership and reconnecting 
with known services each person 
has enjoyed in the past.

While we will continue to offer 
on site programs for people at 
our various locations and help 
people re-connect to community 
settings, we will be taking a very 
individualized approach to identify 
what more in our community may 
be of interest. Through an initiative 
in the developmental sector called 
community mapping, in which mainstream services are being 
identified as potential opportunities, we will be connecting with 
new, suitable partners across Ottawa, to broaden what we can offer 
people in more individualized and inclusive ways.

We are very excited about connecting with a new federal 
government program sponsored under the Canadian Council for 
Rehabilitation and Work (CCRW). Their programs and services 
are new this year and designed specifically to assist people with 
disabilities prepare for paid employment, suited to their interests 
and abilities.

Cooking up a storm

Moving and Grooving

MP Yasir Naqvi presents Risa Plotnick  
the Award with Laurie Oakley
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O n December 18th, just as Chanukah was beginning 
over 150 people joined together at the Soloway JCC 
for the first Community Chanukah Party. The 

event was hosted by Tamir and supported by the Soloway 
JCC, Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge, Ottawa 
Modern Jewish School, Jewish Family Services, and the 
Ottawa Kosher Food Bank.

Guests enjoyed Chanukah themed arts & crafts, supply bag 
stuffing for Street Smarts, decorate your own donut, fresh 
latkes, popcorn, and drinks. The food was supplied by A 
Dashing Pinch. Music was provided by A Touch of Klez and 
encouraged guests to dance the Hora and really celebrate!

We were also thrilled to welcome Mayor Mark Sutcliffe, 
MPP Chandra Pasma, City Councillors Marty Carr,  
Laura Dudas, Sean Devine, Theresa Kavanagh, and Ariel 
Troster, as well as board members from many of the 
participating organizations. 

The theme of the event was to “Share our Light” and Tamir’s 
Coordinator of Judaic Outreach and Community Inclusion, 
Jodi Green welcomed everyone, “Today we are here to 
celebrate Chanukah, the festival of lights, and the miracle 
of the single cruse of oil that should have lasted for one day 
but instead lasted for 8. The focus of the story is always on 
the oil, but that oil lit the candles and created the flames 
that allowed the Temple menorah to burn bright, its flames 
never extinguishing. Similarly, we are here this afternoon to 
share our light and spread our light to all. When we look at 
a candle we can see that each flame dances. Each flame will 
have its own rhythm, its own way of moving, and its own 
way of bringing its light into the world. So too can we see 
that uniqueness in every person.”

Lastly, this event would not have been possible without 
the many volunteers who came early and stayed late to 
make sure that everyone could enjoy the festivities and that 
everything ran smoothly. Thank you to everyone who lent 
a hand and made the first Community Chanukah Party  
a huge success!

Menorahs, Latkes and Dreidels!!

Rocking with Klez Orchestra

Lighting menorah

Local politicians

Mayor Sutcliff with Rabbi Aryeh Kravetz

Board  
member  

Joe Silverman Vicky Ferkin, Edith Garmin and Claire Zloten
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